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Towards A Model Of Knowledge Extraction Of
Text Mining For Palliative Care Patients In
Panama.
Denis Cedeno Moreno, Miguel Vargas-Lombardo
Abstract: Solutions using information technology is an innovative way to manage the information hospice patients in hospitals in Panama. The
application of techniques of text mining for the domain of medicine, especially information from electronic health records of patients in palliative care is
one of the most recent and promising research areas for the analysis of textual data. Text mining is based on new knowledge extraction from
unstructured natural language data. We may also create ontologies to describe the terminology and knowledge in a given domain. In an ontology,
conceptualization of a domain that may be general or specific formalized. Knowledge can be used for decision making by health specialists or can help
in research topics for improving the health system.
Index Terms: electronic health records, knowledge, ontology, palliative care, text mining
————————————————————

1 INTRODUCTION

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The man from the early centuries of its existence has
managed to save, seeds, fruits, tools, nowadays stores
information. This information is from different sources and in
different formats, electronically or on paper. It is known that
knowledge [1] is a treasure for humans and have it means to
have control of the situation. To have this knowledge depends
on the ability of human beings in certain tasks with information,
know where to look, to summarize large volumes of
information and make knowledge [2]. With the development of
innovative technological tools related to information
processing it is possible to access and analyze large volumes
of data related to patients in a health institution, many of these
tools are based on the extraction of knowledge from textual
information sources by applying computational linguistics type.
Computational linguistics [3,4] focuses primarily on the design
of mechanisms that allow computers to understand natural
language, as well as various information processing tasks.
Health Information Technology (HIT) along with other
innovations in computer technology have the potential to
improve the quality of modern health information systems. Text
mining (TM) is an application of computational linguistics and
word processing that seeks to facilitate the identification and
extraction of new knowledge from collections of documents or
text corpora. The main objective of this paper is to present the
design of a model for knowledge extraction, process based
text mining and development of an ontology that allows find
patterns and obtain information from medical records of
patients units of palliative care. The remainder of this
manuscript is structured as follows: The following section
describes the methodology to do this job. In the next section,
the experiences of the design of the proposed model are
shown. After that, a discussion is presented. Finally, we draw
the main conclusions of this work.
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2.1 Text Mining
Enormous amount of data generated [5,6], in health
organizations [7, 8], it is necessary the application of powerful
new methods of processing and access to information [9], with
the advancement of technologies related to the information
you can access and analyze this data related to health and
disease [10]. Is common to record patient data electronically
[11], this includes general information, but also those related to
diagnosis, severity, analytical results, functional tests and
medication, and the characteristics of the contacts of the
patient [12], this wealth of information in digital format have
three major advantages: improved quality, reduced working
time and use information through automated systems, such as
Text Mining [13, 14]. TM [15, 16], it is defined as the process of
discovering interesting patterns and new knowledge in a
collection of texts. Is the most recent area of research word
processing, is responsible knowledge discovery [17], process
that does not explicitly exist in the texts, but that arise relate
the content of several of them. It is through the process of
analysis that value is added to the information to turn it into
knowledge [18], only computers can quickly manipulate large
amounts of text,
the process of TM consists of two main
stages: the preprocessing and discovery phase [19]. In the first
phase, the texts become some sort of representation
structured or semi-structured then facilitates analysis, while in
the second phase of the intermediate representations are
analyzed in order to discover in them some interesting
patterns or new knowledge. TM is a multidisciplinary area [20],
which has experienced an exponential increase in the
production of information, along with information technology
have led to complex systems management and provision of
information for various tasks. Like most of the information
(over 80%) is currently stored as text, it is believed that TM
[21], has great commercial value. TM is a technical analysis of
information that is identified with knowledge discovery in texts,
processing large volumes of unstructured free text to extract
knowledge requires the application of a number of techniques
including analysis include Information Retrieval (IR), the
Natural Language Processing (NLP) [22,23,24,25], Information
Extraction (IE). IR systems that identify documents in a
collection that matches a user's query. NLP is the analysis of
human language to achieve that computers understand natural
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language as humans do. The role of the NLP in TM is to
provide systems in the phase information extraction of
linguistic data they need to perform their task. IE is the
process of automatically obtaining structured document from a
structured natural language data.

2.2 Text Mining and Electronic Health Record
Medical valuable information entered in the Electronic Health
Record (EHR). There is an important source of data that can
be used for research and quality of health services, EHR
[26,27,28].
The data elements of an EHR vary from one
system to another, however, doctors usually store the following
data: age, sex, diagnosis, medical history, prescription drugs,
laboratory,
clinical
procedures,
results,
allergies,
immunizations, vital signs and observations [29], palliative
care specialist write in EHR annotations such as observations
of patients on medical treatment, signs and symptoms. The
information in the log may be in narrative form or semistructured way [30,31,32]. With them, you can perform
analysis and extract information in order to improve both the
tasks of medical and scientific research. In addition to its
clinical use by the doctor, the EHR, can be used as a
repository for medical information [33, 34] about many patients
and provides rich data waiting to be analyzed and mined for
clinical discovery. The methods of text analysis are intended to
extract useful information from the wide range of unstructured
documents and free format generated daily in hospitals.
Medical researchers [35, 36] are on the threshold of a new era
in which the EHR are gaining an important role in supporting
daily activities. New technology and emerging innovative
infrastructure tools are being developed to ensure that the
EHR can be used for secondary purposes such as medical
research, including the design and implementation of clinical
trials of new drugs. We are currently on the edge of a golden
era of understanding of medical documents, with a wealth of
information available to support the processes of health [36].
Computer and information management [37], tools are now
part of the world of biomedical science [38]. Platforms and
computing infrastructures allow new types of experiments that
were impossible to do ten years ago. Progress in the area of
HIT [39], undoubtedly has enabled advances in patient
documentation [40]. This generation of electronic health data
is a great promise for contributing significantly to the health of
patients [41], but also to transform biomedical research [42].
The main challenge for the medical TM in the coming years is
to make such systems useful for researchers. TM has
emerged as a potential solution for EHR based on patients
suffering from diseases such as cancer systems [43].
2.3 Text Mining and Cancer
TM can help to gain knowledge of a mountain of text and its
use is now widely applied in biomedical research [44]. Many
researchers have used the TM technology to discover new
knowledge and improve the development of biomedical
research, especially those relating to malignant diseases such
as cancer [45]. Cancer is a deadly disease it caused 7.4
million deaths in 2008 [46]. For this reason, cancer is one of
the most important areas of study for biomedical researchers.
With so much text on this disease, it is almost impossible for
doctors to investigate all these documents and discovered
significant new knowledge. TM can help researchers to
complete this difficult task [47]. The researcher can realize the
advantages of the TM and facilitating research and helps to
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find new knowledge [48], to the diagnosis, treatment and
prevention of cancer [49], TM employs many computing
technologies such as machine learning, natural language
processing, biostatistics, information technology, and pattern
recognition to find new hidden results in biomedical structured
text [50, 51]. In recent years, TM and statistical analysis [52]
has been applied to large areas of medicine, due to the
existence of large amounts of data. Because TM provides a
mechanism to transform text into knowledge, it is becoming a
way to explore, analyze, consult and manage information from
a large number of medical fields, including in some cases data
from patients of palliative care with cancer [51].

2.4 Knowledge Representation
Convergence various areas of knowledge [53], has led to the
design and implementation of computer systems that support
the integration of heterogeneous databases with medical
information. TM has been to contribute to the development of
technologies and includes different techniques made in the
field of recovery and textual computational linguistics [3, 54].
The TM oriented knowledge extraction from unstructured in
natural language stored in textual databases data, identifies
with knowledge discovery in texts and is commonly referred to
as Knowledge-Discovery in Text (KDT)[55,56,57].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Palliative Care specialists
Currently palliative care medical specialists have a complete
record of the activities and interactions of both patients and
other physicians involved in the assessment process [58].
Further analysis of this set of activities and interactions allows
us to understand what happened in a certain discussion or
activity. However, when you have a considerable amount of
manual analysis interactions is practically impossible due to
the time and effort required task. The application of TM
techniques [59, 60], to the domain of cancer is one of the
newest and most promising areas of research for the analysis
of the data. In the country, diagnoses, procedures and
investigations and the outcome of all is published in text
format they are made [61]. It has also increased the
distribution of medical information in different types of
documents, not only in scientific articles, also in electronic
medical records. Because most of the information about
patient data palliative care is in text documents, the application
of powerful new methods of processing and access to
information is necessary. TM is presented as emerging
technologies that support for the discovery of knowledge
possessed stored data.
3.2 Propose Model
This tool allows you to analyze text elements in order to
identify and expand knowledge deduct from any organization
of documents, the functions that should primarily meet textual
mining tool include: Identify "facts" and point from the text of
the document data, to which we refer. Group similar
documents (clustering). Determine the topic or topics covered
in the documents by automatically categorizing the texts.
Identify the concepts discussed in the documents and
networking concepts. Facilitate access to the distributed
information in the documents in the collection, using automatic
abstracting, and visualization of the relationships between the
concepts covered in the collection. In our project to discover
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knowledge in text documents, must go through several
important stages (see table 1) that will induce this process, we
define these stages as pre-processing through this process
will give an intermediate form text that allows it to be treated
computationally then apply some text mining technique and
finally display the result [62,63]. These stages can be seen in
Figure 1.
Table 1. Stage of TM
Stage

Pre process

Discovery
View
results

the

Description
Select those terms that best represent the objects of
study documents also eliminates irrelevant information
and will carry out operations or transformations on the
text, to generate a representation or semi-structured
then facilitates analysis.
This is the stage where the intermediate
representations will be analyzed in order to discover in
them some interesting patterns or new knowledge.
Step exploration results that are presented to users.

Several processes or stages on which works the TM, consider
structuring the content of the texts is an intermediate
representation model and an essential process in TM [64] on
this basis is that the algorithms or methods of discovery as
ontologies may apply. The most commonly used today for
structuring the content models are the vector space model, as
well as taxonomies of concepts and graphs [65, 66].

Figure 1. Stages of Text Mining
We consider addressing in this project to the process of
structuring the content handling it with the application of a new
model, since finding new alternatives for representation or
structuring of texts [67] allows innovation in information
retrieval, and achieves that facilitate the processes that lead
us to discover knowledge. The structuring process [68, 69] will
handle it in several phases; the first phase of the new model
will be based on an application developed in Java
programming language. With the use of specialized classes to
separate or break the elements of a text string, tokenization,
which receives as input the text file and produces an output
consisting of tokens or symbols. In this regard, a first
approximation of a word representation model and a method
for its construction is defined automatically. These proposed
model can be seen in Figure 2. In the model, input is given by
a text file with the corpus of what you want to process, this text
file will contain the comments made by medical specialists of
palliative care, specifically the area where the observations of
the patient are specified in EHR. As it noted in the EHR of
each patient attending the palliative care unit and is staffed by
a physician, detailing each of these observations. We want to
gather a large sample of a group of patients to be stored in this
file (corpus) that function as input element to the process.

Figure 2. Proposed Model
Once you obtained the file through an application in Java
programming language and using tools such as tokenization
classes, we will read the file to which we go apart in basic
units (word for word) to form a new structure. A new structure
that will contain the different elements of our corpus store it in
a text file. Then it passes through a phase that achieves
eliminate concepts or elements with minor or relevance for us,
because not all the words of our EHR are equally
representative of the corpus that we will evaluate. We are
doing is essentially a lexical analysis of our initial text, whose
purpose is the treatment of numbers, hyphens, punctuation,
capitalization or lowercase words, proper names. They are
then eliminated the concepts that have less relevance, in their
contextual link with other concepts, it is what is known as
empty words. What we have is a list of relevant words for our
project; each word will assign different weights. To do this we
will use the techniques weighting model Term FrequencyInverse document frequency (TF-IDF) [70, 71] to assess the
importance of each word in the corpus of documents. In the
second phase, we will focus on knowledge deduced by
identifying patterns and information. Revealing implicit
knowledge that is not noticeable from a single document, but
from a series of documents. It is a reality that a lot of TM tools
used ontologies [4, 72] for the pursuit of knowledge. In
ontologies, the words describe concepts that define formally
the relationships and rules that specify dependencies between
concepts. Ontologies are used to structure and categorize the
information specific to a domain. Many TM applications have
implemented ontologies [73] in their workflows to structure
your search strategy, visualization and classification of
information. We believe that developing a specific ontology
with information EHR palliative care patients achieve recovery
of this corpus of knowledge [74]. Ontologies enable query
expansion, reformulation of a query to improve retrieval
performance keyword. The use of an ontology in the project,
will focus on systematically organize knowledge from a set of
terms, concepts and relationships between them. Because
ontologies define and establish complex relationships,
incorporating rules and axioms that no other linguistic
elements naturalizes, obtaining a formal representation of
concepts and relationships between them.
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True knowledge extraction from large volumes of text demand
using innovative mechanisms in information processing and
text mining or the application of artificial intelligence
techniques. The information associated with a context and an
experience as it is the process of palliative care specialists,
knowledge becomes becoming an intangible resource that
provides real value to the organization. The knowledge base
that will manage the model can be used for future research in
the field of palliative care. The development of ontology
proposal provides a basis for other domain ontologies and
palliative care can be very beneficial for future research
conducted in the region by other specialists in the area of
palliative care.
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